TRAYS, EASELS AND SHELVES
Multifunctional complements signed by Kreoo
The wide range of easels, trays and brackets created by Kreoo are functional supports to
sinks collection, or autonomous elements of furniture, a system that creates elegant
atmospheres a full range of accessories that, with their decorative, technical and
qualitative characteristics, together with their flexibility, perfectly meet today’s living
trends and needs, both for home or hospitality.
TRAYS
Kreoo trays collection is born as a proposal to get a flexible system of furniture for
bathroom, with the binomial tray + bowl for its collections of sinks, an innovative idea
to give structure to bathroom environment.
Kreoo has created 4 different trays, a round shape (60 cm
diameter) and three rectangular ones (80, 100 or 120 cm length),
available in Rosso Alicante, Emperador Dark, Verde Ming,
Bianco Calacatta, Bianco Estremoz, Nero Marquina and Grigio
St Marie.
Trays can be combined with easels, wall-mounted brackets, or used as stand-alone
pieces of furniture, also outside the bathroom.
EASELS
Stick, the charm of marble combined with wood
Stick is an easel in brushed larch with a very clean structure, an X,
a minimalist support, which opens like a deck, ensuring minimal
space occupation when closed.
The color variations are gray, white, walnut and aged. A detail of a
sophisticated design lies on the screws, designed specifically for
Kreoo.
The measures of the easel have been designed to accommodate the
rectangular trays of 80, or 100 or 120 cm length by Kreoo collection, creating an elegant
materials contrast between the marble top and the wooden structure.
Stick, with its special resistance, can be used to host the basins of Kreoo bathroom
collections or as an autonomous object of furniture.
Kato
Kato, "cart" in Japanese language, is an easel inspired by the
tradition: a sinuous shape that breaks the rigidity of metal, a formal
recovery of traditional easels, tubular structures that once supported
the basins.
The tube, in metal, is available with copper or gray graphite
finishes.
The tubular, in addition to supporting the upper and lower tray, has
been designed in order to accommodate the towels.
The top can be constituted from the trays of Kreoo marble collections or a wood top,
available in Zebrano, Canaletto walnut and natural larch, while the base has an
additional support in marble or wood, to choice between the colors of Nabhi collection.
Kato sizes are 70 x 55 cm, height 70 cm
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Hashi
Hashi, "chopsticks" in Japanese language, is a rationalist object,
constituted by segments of a square section bar, connected together
to define a pure and essential geometrical layout.
The metal bar is available with copper or gray graphite finish.
The project stems from the intersection of the three bars of the
structure.
The top is made of a wooden top available in tinted Zebrano,
Canaletto walnut or natural larch.
Hashi sizes are 62 x 62 cm, height 65 cm

MOUNTING BRACKET
The bracket system studied by Kreoo is an almost invisible
support for the trays of Kreoo collection, thanks to wall bracket
specially designed as support to the trays.
The bracket is available of 30, 40, 50 or 60 cm, depending on
the selected tray, made of steel, varnished in matt white or
aluminum.
Optionally, the system is integrated with a towel-holder,
designed specifically to integrate with the bracket.
Particularly suitable in case of wall taps, Kreoo bracket gives the whole bathroom
environment a sense of lightness and sophistication.
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